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Subject: Seeking a FOH position as a receptionist on contract till May 2018
Dear Sir / Madam,
Upon completion of my Bachelors degree, I travelled around the world; since the summer of 2011
until my partner gave birth to our son in October 2016. Owing to this reason there are gaps in between
work, as I worked only to sustain my travels. However things are bit different now and I promise not to
leave the job until the aforementioned month; the reasons are stated below. I am seeking jobs in
Hospitality Industry and as a receptionist only.
I believe I am an excellent candidate to work as a Receptionist for several reasons. I have worked in
several Hotels, Hostels and Guesthouses thus I have experience in this field. I speak English, French and
Spanish with good command of spoken language and the basic level of Polish and Bulgarian. My Russian
is very rusty; however I do plan on taking SKYPE class to better it. I really enjoy working in the front-desk
that at several occasions I have volunteered as receptionist. I am patient, professional while dealing with
customers.
In the team, I display excellent organizational and communicational skills that my colleagues do
not have hard time following my handovers of the shift. Travelling is a university that teaches one to cope
well with pressure, communicate effectively, understanding others and solve problems. In all my previous
employment, my colleagues found me as an interesting individual as a person thus minimising conflicts
within staff of different departments. I have also worked in management positions at few offices which
gave me insights of what my superiors expect of their staff.
I am multi-cultural Individual who has lived among several cultures, thus I have great tolerance
towards all customers. In my previous employment, I have displayed excellent customer-staff relationship
that regulars always stop by to have a chat with me during my shift, which does have a huge effect in
Hotel-Customer satisfaction. I had taken several initiatives at each of my profession to improve the
quality of services provided as I have numerous skills besides the necessary.
I believe that you are aware from my CV that I have also worked as a Language tutor. Combining
both of my professional experiences; I am working on a project to teach Hotel-staffs Foreign languages
which I would like to offer my employer free of cost. This would be my special advantage over other
candidates. This will serve as a trial to my project and you get your existing staffs trained at no extra cost.
The reason why I will leave the job in May 2018 is that I plan to travel from Argentina to Mexico
with a horse caravan along with my partner and my son. I have already travelled Mexico on horseback for
4 months covering 750kms. For further details please visit www.mo-d-supertramp.com/?p=horse. For this
is reason we must save-up a lot of money and I would like to work for more than a year.
I do apologize if the attached Info-graphic version of the CV displeases you. Please see the header
for standard Hard font CV. Please do not hesitate to get in touch for offers and questions.
Yours sincerely
Mo ABDOULVAHAB
REFERENCES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

